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Decoview is revolutionising the security 
screen industry by bringing together 
stunningly designed decorative laser cut 
panels with high level home security. 

 Beautiful, Unique Designs

 Superior Air Flow

 Privacy and Security

 Incorporated Flyscreen

 Custom Sizes Made to Measure

 Australian Designed and Made

 Durable Aluminium Construction

 Quality Lock Components

 Extensive Range of Powder Coat Colours 

 10 Year Warranty

Thanks to the latest state of the art CNC laser cutting 
technology you can choose from numerous laser cut or 
perforated designs. Add security, privacy and looks to 
your home with the latest designer security screens.

Why stop at your front door? Decoview can also use 
the same unique system to fitout the rest of your 
house. Patio sliding doors, windows, privacy screens, 
basically anywhere you want a screen or security.

Security with style
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Features:

Australian Made
Decoview is proudly Australian 
owned, made and manufactured. 
We like to keep local jobs and 
contribute to Australia’s economy.

Triple Lock Option
Decoview security screens are 
available with a triple lock kit 
option for added security. You 
can rest assured with Decoview.

Corrosion Free
Superior pre-treatment of 
metals before assembly means 
lowest risk of corrosion of any 
security screen.

Stunning Designs
Transform your entry into an 
architectural artwork. With an 
ever expanding range there will 
be something to suit everyone.

Perforated Lasercut

Intruder Proof
One of the market’s strongest 
security doors with our patented 
clip system, riveted fastening and 
3mm aluminium sheet construction.

Colour Choices
Decoview security screens come in  
a huge spectrum of colours, which 
are specially formulated to withstand 
the harsh Australian conditions.

Patented
Decoview’s innovative patented 
clip fit extrusion system is 
incredibly strong and allows a 
range of panel thicknesses.

Flyscreen
Say goodbye to insects and 
bugs! Every Decoview door 
comes with fibreglass fly 
mesh as standard.


